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Message passing equations yield a sharp percolation transition in finite graphs, as an artifact of
the locally treelike approximation. For an arbitrary finite, connected, undirected graph we construct
an infinite tree having the same local structural properties as this finite graph, when observed by
a nonbacktracking walker. Formally excluding the boundary, this infinite tree is a generalization of
the Bethe lattice. We indicate an infinite, locally treelike, random network whose local structure is
exactly given by this infinite tree. Message passing equations for various cooperative models on this
construction are the same as for the original finite graph, but here they provide the exact solutions of
the corresponding cooperative problems. These solutions are good approximations to observables for
the models on the original graph when it is sufficiently large and not strongly correlated. We show
how to express these solutions in the critical region in terms of the principal eigenvector components
of the nonbacktracking matrix. As representative examples we formulate the problems of the random
and optimal destruction of a connected graph in terms of our construction, the nonbacktracking
expansion. We analyze the limitations and the accuracy of the message passing algorithms for
different classes of networks and compare the complexity of the message passing calculations to that
of direct numerical simulations. Notably, in a range of important cases, simulations turn out to be
more efficient computationally than the message passing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Bethe lattice is a valuable substrate, on top of
which many cooperative models are solved exactly [1]
and show critical behaviors with mean-field critical ex-
ponents and Gaussian critical fluctuations. A regular
Bethe lattice is equivalent to an infinite random regu-
lar graph, which is locally treelike and has only infi-
nite cycles (loops) and no boundary. This is in con-
trast with an infinite Cayley tree in which the boundary
suppresses phase transitions, e.g., in the Ising model on
a Cayley tree, finite or infinite, long-range order never
emerges. The configuration model [2, 3] of a sparse un-
correlated network and its generalizations represent a
heterogeneous version of the Bethe lattice. This basic
model also provides exact solutions for percolation and
other problems in infinite random networks [4].
Self-consistency equations for the probability of reach-
ing a finite branch by following a link yield the solution
of percolation problems for infinite locally treelike ran-
dom networks [4]. Recently it was found in Ref. [5] that
such self-consistency equations produce a good approx-
imation of the percolation behavior of large but still fi-
nite, sparse graphs. This conclusion was supported by
numerical simulations. The equations are written for a
given graph from which a fraction 1 − p of links is re-
moved. These self-consistency equations—termed mes-
sage passing equations in the context of finite graphs—
predict a sharp continuous phase transition for any finite
graph, e.g., for the 4-clique (four interconnected nodes).
In reality, a percolation continuous phase transition can-
not be defined in finite systems. The same is true for
other models on finite graphs. In this paper, instead
of describing a given finite system with some unknown
accuracy, we address the issue of this useful approxima-
tion from a complementary perspective. Namely, if the
message passing equations in principle cannot precisely
describe physical models on finite graphs, then what do
they describe? For each given finite graph, we construct
a related infinite network for which these equations pro-
vide an exact description of the cooperative models. This
infinite network is a generalization of the Bethe lattice
with percolation properties that are described exactly
by the message passing equations on the finite graph
[5]. The closer the original finite graph is to this con-
struction, the better the approximation provided by the
message passing equations. We therefore give a physical
interpretation of the solutions of these equations for per-
colation on a finite graph. We express these solutions in
the critical region in terms of the principal eigenvector
components of the nonbacktracking matrix. As another
example we consider the problem of optimal percolation
[6, 7]. We show that using our network construction,
an approximate algorithm for finding the so-called decy-
cling number [8] can be formulated in simple terms of the
principal eigenvector of the nonbacktracking matrix. We
introduce a way to quantify the accuracy of the message
passing algorithm and indicate two classes of networks
for which the approximation fails. We calculate the time
complexity associated with message passing algorithms
and show that in a wide range of important situations
this method is less efficient than direct numerical simu-
lations.
II. CONSTRUCTION
To build the nonbacktracking expansion (NBE) of an
arbitrary finite, connected, undirected graph G, we first
construct the tree T (ℓ, i) in the following way. For any
given node i of G, T (1, i) is a star graph consisting of
a node labeled i in the center, and for any node j in G
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FIG. 1. Construction of (b) the tree T (3, 1) and (c) the
branch B(2, 2 ← 1) for an example graph (a). The root
(starting node) in T (3, 1) is shown by the open circle and
the starting link in B(2, 2 ← 1) is represented by the dotted
line.
for which a link j←i exists, a node labeled j is attached
to the center node of T (1, i). For general ℓ > 1 we
define T (ℓ, i) in a recursive way. To any leaf labeled k
in T (ℓ − 1, i), we attach a node labeled l if and only if
Bl←k,k←j = 1, where B is the nonbacktracking matrix
of graph G and j is the label of the parent node of leaf
k in T (ℓ − 1, i). The nonbacktracking matrix [9, 10] is
defined as Bi←j,k←l = δjk(1− δil), where i, j and k, l are
end node pairs of links in the original graph. Note that
both directions must be taken into account for each link.
We see that the branches emanating from the root i in
T (ℓ, i) correspond exactly to nonbacktracking walks of,
at most, length ℓ, in the original graph G starting from
node i. (Note that some of these walks may be shorter
than ℓ, when a dead end in graph G is encountered.)
In this construction the nodes of the resulting tree have
only labels of the original finite graph, i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
so different nodes in this tree can have the same labels.
The same is true for nodes in each individual branch of
the tree. Figure 1(b) explains T (ℓ, i) for the finite graph
in Fig. 1(a). The construction T (ℓ, i) is also known as
a computation tree in the computer science community
[11]. Taking the limit ℓ → ∞ and formally excluding
the boundary, we obtain a network in which all nodes of
the same label i and all links of the same label j←i are
topologically equivalent, in the sense that the structure
of any finite neighborhood of each node of label i (and
of each link of label j←i) is the same. This construction
is a generalization of the Bethe lattice and we call it the
nonbacktracking expansion of graph G. It is a specific
Bethe lattice preserving the local topology of connections
of the graph G. For example, the NBE of the 4-clique is
simply a regular Bethe lattice of coordination number 3.
A more explicit definition of the NBE can be given
using the “m-cloned” network [12] of the given graph G.
This network is constructed as follows. Let the nodes
of G be labeled i = 1, 2, . . . , N . We make m replicas of
all these nodes, still labeled i = 1, 2, . . . , N within each
of the m replicas. The mN nodes obtained in this way
are the nodes of the m-cloned network N (m) defined as
follows. Let N (m) be the network that is maximally
random under the constraint that if and only if nodes i
and j are connected in G, then any of the m nodes la-
beled i in N (m) is connected to exactly one node labeled
j (of, in total, m such nodes). In other words, make m
copies of graph G and consider all possible rewirings that
preserve the labels of end nodes of all links, with equal
statistical weights (uniform randomness). Figure 2 ex-
plains this construction for m = 2. Let us take the limit
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FIG. 2. Construction of network N (2) for the finite graph
in Fig. 1(a), according to Ref. [12]. Three of the members
of the statistical ensemble of graphs constituting N (2) are
shown as examples.
m → ∞ and consider the infinite network N (m → ∞).
This network is locally treelike: any finite neighborhood
of any node labeled i is given by the tree T (ℓ, i). The
relative number of finite loops in this infinite network
3is negligible, almost all loops are infinite, and almost all
nodes of label i (and links of label j←i) are topologically
equivalent. The network N (m → ∞) gives exactly the
NBE of graph G.
To discuss the properties of the NBE it is helpful to
define the branch B(ℓ, j ← i) as the tree that is recur-
sively generated by the nonbacktracking walks of length
ℓ in G starting from the link j←i, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Clearly, T (ℓ + 1, i) consists of all branches B(ℓ, j ← i)
(all j, for which there is a link j ← i in graph G).
III. PROPERTIES OF THE
NONBACKTRACKING EXPANSION
Let us consider properties of these constructions. Let
nl←k(ℓ, j ← i) be the number of links of label l ← k on
the surface of B(ℓ, j ← i) (these are links from parent k
on the surface of sphere ℓ− 1 to child l on the surface of
sphere ℓ). Let n(ℓ, j ← i) be the size (number of nodes)
of the surface of B(ℓ, j ← i), so that fl←k(ℓ, j ← i) ≡
nl←k(ℓ, j ← i)/n(ℓ, j ← i) is the relative number of links
of label l ← k on the surface of B(ℓ, j ← i). Every link
on the surface of B(ℓ+ 1, j ← i) must emanate from the
end node of a link on the surface of B(ℓ, j ← i), so
nl←k(ℓ + 1, j ← i) =
∑
l′←k′
nl′←k′(ℓ, j ← i)Bl←k,l′←k′ ,
(1)
that is,
n(ℓ+ 1, j ← i)fl←k(ℓ+ 1, j ← i)
= n(ℓ, j ← i)
∑
l′←k′
fl′←k′(ℓ, j ← i)Bl←k,l′←k′ . (2)
Taking ℓ→∞, the ratio n(ℓ+1, j ← i)/n(ℓ, j ← i) con-
verges to an asymptotic mean branching b and the num-
bers fl←k(ℓ, j ← i) must also converge to some asymp-
totic values f∗l←k(j ← i). For ℓ→∞, therefore, we get
bf∗l←k(j ← i) =
∑
l′←k′
f∗l′←k′ (j ← i)Bl←k,l′←k′ (3)
or, in vector form,
bf∗(j ← i) = Bf∗(j ← i). (4)
Equation (4) is a right eigenvector equation for the non-
backtracking matrix of the original graph G. Accord-
ing to the Perron-Frobenius theorem [13], the nonback-
tracking matrix B has exactly one strictly non-negative
right eigenvector, and this is the eigenvector correspond-
ing to the leading eigenvalue. All of the components of
f
∗(j ← i) are, by definition, non-negative, therefore the
mean branching b is equal to the leading eigenvalue λ1
of B. We note that the leading eigenvalue and the corre-
sponding right eigenvector are independent of the start-
ing link j ← i, so we have the following general result.
The asymptotic mean branching of B(ℓ, j ← i), for any
j ← i, is given by the leading eigenvalue λ1 of the non-
backtracking matrix of graph G. From the construction
of T (ℓ, i), it is clear that T (ℓ, i) must also have the same
asymptotic mean branching for any root i. The asymp-
totic relative numbers of links l ← k on the surface of
B(ℓ, j ← i) [or T (ℓ, i)] are given by the components of the
principal right eigenvector v(λ1) of B. These asymptotic
relative numbers are, again, independent of the starting
link (or node).
Now we can find the asymptotic relative number gi of
nodes of label i on the surface [of either B(ℓ, r′ ← r) or
T (ℓ, r), independent of the starting link r′ ← r or root
r]:
gi =
∑
j∈∂i v
(λ1)
i←j∑N
k=1
∑
j∈∂k v
(λ1)
k←j
, (5)
where ∂i denotes the set of nearest neighbors of node i
in graph G. The asymptotic relative number of nodes
i must also be the same on the layer just beneath the
surface, and each node in this layer (apart from dead
ends) must be the starting node of a link on the surface,
so we can also write
gi =
1
qi−1
∑
j∈∂i v
(λ1)
j←i∑N
k=1(
1
qk−1
∑
j∈∂k v
(λ1)
j←k)
, (6)
where qi > 1 is the degree of nodes i. Equations (5) and
(6) give a general relationship between the components
of the eigenvector v(λ1). Note that gi is the asymptotic
probability of finding a nonbacktracking random walker
at node i after an infinitely long walk. This quantity
coincides with the nonbacktracking centrality of [14].
Let us return to n(ℓ, j ← i), the size of the surface of
B(ℓ, j ← i). Let n(ℓ) ≡ ∑j←i n(ℓ, j ← i) be the sum
of the sizes of all such surfaces, and hj←i(ℓ) ≡ n(ℓ, j ←
i)/n(ℓ) be the relative size of the surface of B(ℓ, j ← i).
Then
n(ℓ+ 1, j ← i) =
∑
l←k
n(ℓ, l← k)Bl←k,j←i (7)
or
n(ℓ+ 1)hj←i(ℓ+ 1) = n(ℓ)
∑
l←k
hl←k(ℓ)Bl←k,j←i. (8)
In the limit ℓ → ∞, the ratio n(ℓ + 1)/n(ℓ) converges
to the asymptotic mean branching b and the numbers
hj←i(ℓ) must also converge to some asymptotic values
h∗j←i. We can write
bh∗j←i =
∑
l←k
h∗l←kBl←k,j←i (9)
or, in vector form,
bh∗ = h∗B, (10)
which is just a left eigenvector equation for B. The same
reasoning applies as before, so b is equal to the leading
eigenvalue of B, λ1. The vector h
∗ is equal to the cor-
responding left eigenvector w(λ1). Then the asymptotic
4relative sizes of the surfaces of B(ℓ, j ← i) are given by
the components of w(λ1). We express the asymptotic rel-
ative sizes si of the surfaces of T (ℓ, i) in terms of these
components:
si =
∑
j∈∂i w
(λ1)
j←i∑N
k=1
∑
j∈∂k w
(λ1)
j←k
. (11)
From the symmetric relationship between the left and
the right eigenvectors we see that w
(λ1)
j←i = v
(λ1)
i←j , therefore
si = gi. (12)
Thus the asymptotic relative size of the surface of T (ℓ, i)
is equal to the asymptotic relative number of nodes of
label i on the surface of any T (ℓ, r) independently of r.
This quantity is expressed in terms of the components of
the principal (left or right) eigenvector of the nonback-
tracking matrix of the original graph G.
It is clear from the above constructions that for an
arbitrary graph G, the interior of the infinite network
N (m → ∞) is given exactly by T (ℓ → ∞, r), indepen-
dently of r. Note, however, that the distribution of the
numbers of nodes of different labels in T (ℓ → ∞, r)
is given by Eq. (5), while the same distribution for
N (m → ∞) is uniform—we made the same m number
of copies of every node. This discrepancy is reconciled
by the presence of infinite loops: nodes in the infinite
network N (m → ∞) are “matched up” at infinity to
provide the overall uniform distribution of node labels.
It is informative to consider the dispersion σ(d) of the
relative number of node labels within a distance d of
an arbitrarily chosen starting node in both T (ℓ, r) and
N (m). Suppose that ℓ and m are such that the number
of nodes in both T (ℓ, r) and N (m) is V and that V is
large. The dispersion σ(d) in both cases will converge to
σ∗ = 〈g2〉 − 〈g〉2 (13)
but will go to 0 for N (m) as d approaches ln V , while
it remains the same for any d in the case of T (ℓ, r).
Here the variables g are the asymptotic values given by
Eq. (5). Figure 3 qualitatively illustrates this behavior.
IV. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
We now consider the problem of approximating per-
colation on finite graphs. The critical singularity in per-
colation occurs only in infinite networks where the gi-
ant connected component can be strictly defined. In a
large though finite random graph the so-called scaling
window, in which the behavior of the largest connected
cluster noticeably deviates from the singular behavior
of the giant connected component, is narrow. In a re-
cent work Karrer et al. [5] considered this problem of
“approximate” percolation on a finite graph by solving
self-consistency equations for the probabilities of reach-
ing finite clusters by following a link in a given direction.
Such self-consistency equations provide an exact solution
0
σ∗
σ
(d
)
0 lnV
d
N (m)
T (ℓ, r)
FIG. 3. Dispersion of the relative number of node labels
within a distance d of an arbitrarily chosen node in the non-
backtracking expansion N (m) and the tree T (ℓ, r). The num-
ber of nodes in both N (m) and T (ℓ, r) is denoted by V .
for percolation in infinite locally treelike random net-
works, and in finite graphs they give an approximation
to the behavior of the largest connected cluster. The
larger and more “locally treelike” the finite graph is, the
better this approximation is expected to be. For an ar-
bitrary connected finite graph the “approximate critical
point” is given by the inverse of the leading eigenvalue of
the nonbacktracking matrix of the graph. It was shown
in Ref. [15] that for infinite graphs, this is a tight lower
bound on the exact percolation threshold. The question
arises: More than treating it purely as an approxima-
tion, what is the exact meaning of the solutions of self-
consistency equations on a finite graph? The results in
Ref. [5] rely on solving the following set of basic equa-
tions:
Hi←j(x) = 1− p+ px
∏
k∈∂j\i
Hj←k(x), (14)
where Hi←j(x) is the probability generating function for
the distribution of the sizes of finite clusters reachable
by following links i ← j from i to j. (In the context
of finite graphs, the meaning of finite clusters is: not
the largest cluster.) Here ∂j \ i denotes the set of the
nearest neighbors of node j excluding node i, and p is
the existence probability of any link. Clearly, in finite
graphs, these equations do not hold exactly, but may be
approximately correct if the graph in question is large
and sparse. In our nonbacktracking expansion [the net-
work N (m→∞)], however, Eqs. (14) hold exactly, and
by solving them we actually obtain the exact percolation
results for N (m → ∞). In Ref. [5] it is shown that the
value of p, at which a non-trivial solution to Eqs. (14)
appears, is given by the inverse of the leading eigen-
value of the nonbacktracking matrix of the given graph.
This coincides with our result that the mean branching
of the network N (m → ∞) is also given by the leading
eigenvalue of the nonbacktracking matrix. The inverse
of this value is a true critical point in our NBE. The or-
der parameter is the relative size of the giant connected
5component, and is given by
S =
1
N
∑
i

1− ∏
j∈∂i
Hi←j(1)

 , (15)
where Hi←j(1) are the solutions of Eq.(14) at x = 1,
for a given value of p. The degree distribution of any
NBE coincides with the degree distribution of the origi-
nal finite graph, therefore it necessarily has a cutoff—the
maximum degree in the original graph. Consequently the
order parameter exponent β = 1, S ∼= Ω(p−pc)β , for the
NBE of any finite graph.
We express the slope Ω of the order parameter at pc
in terms of the components of the principal eigenvector
of the nonbacktracking matrix which naturally emerges
when linearizing Eq. (14). We cannot do this directly,
unlike, e.g., in Refs. [16] and [17], since the nonback-
tracking matrix is not symmetric, and so the full set
of its eigenvectors does not form an orthogonal basis.
To surpass this difficulty, we introduce a new symmetric
matrix
M = A− λ−11 (D− I), (16)
where λ1 is the leading eigenvalue of the nonbacktrack-
ing matrix and matrices A, D, and I are the adjacency
matrix, the degree matrix (Dij = qiδij), and the iden-
tity matrix, respectively. Matrix M is a special case
of the Bethe Hessian matrix [18]. Its eigenvectors al-
ready constitute a complete orthogonal basis. The lead-
ing eigenvalue of the nonbacktracking matrix, λ1, is also
an eigenvalue of M, and the corresponding eigenvector
components can be expressed in terms of the components
of the principal eigenvector of the nonbacktracking ma-
trix. These useful properties of matrix M enable us to
calculate the slope of the order parameter at pc = λ
−1
1 ,
(see the Appendix for details of the derivation):
Ω ∼=
λ1
(∑
i
∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j
)∑
i
(qi−1− λ12)
( ∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j
)2
N
∑
i
( ∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j
) ∑
j∈∂i
( ∑
k,k′>k∈∂i\j
v
(λ1)
i←kv
(λ1)
i←k′ − λ1
∑
k,k′>k∈∂j\i
v
(λ1)
j←kv
(λ1)
j←k′
) . (17)
Figure 4 compares the slopes of the order parameter S(p)
calculated in the critical region solving Eq. (15) for the
4-clique, an Erdo˝s–Re´nyi random graph and three real
networks with the slopes found by using formula (17).
Note the perfect agreement at pc. The curves in Fig. 4(b)
also reveal the sizes of the regions in which the relation
S ∼= Ω(p− pc) is applicable for these networks.
The slope of the order parameter may also be obtained
using a different method, which does not rely on symmet-
ric matrices. This alternative method uses the fact that
for any diagonalizable matrix, the complex conjugate of
any left eigenvector corresponding to one eigenvalue is
orthogonal to all right eigenvectors corresponding to a
different eigenvalue (and vice versa, the conjugate of any
right eigenvector corresponding to one eigenvalue is or-
thogonal to all left eigenvectors corresponding to a dif-
ferent eigenvalue). This method yields a simpler expres-
sion for the slope, (see the Appendix for details of the
derivation):
Ω =
λ1
2
(∑
i←j v
λ1
i←j
)(∑
i←j v
λ1
j←iv
λ1
i←j
)
N
∑
i←j v
λ1
j←i
∑
k,k′>k∈Nj\i
vλ1j←kv
λ1
j←k′
. (18)
Both approaches have their respective merit and they
provide equivalent expressions for the slope of the order
parameter, Eqs. (17) and (18). The first method intro-
duces a new symmetric matrix, which may be useful for
various problems on undirected graphs, where the under-
lying matrix—the adjacency matrix—is symmetric. The
second approach requires only that the relevant matrix
be diagonalizable, therefore it may be used to treat a
wide range of problems in nonsymmetric systems, e.g.,
percolation on directed networks. A detailed discussion
of these issues will be presented elsewhere.
The above methods can be applied to the general class
of problems defined by the set of message passing equa-
tions
ai←j = Fi←j(p, {aj←k : k ∈ ∂j \ i}), (19)
with the condition that
∂Fi←j
∂aj←k
∣∣∣
p=pc
= c, (20)
where c is a constant, independent of i ← j and j ← k.
For any such model the solutions ai←j of Eq. (19) and
the order parameter S near pc can be calculated using
our schemes (see the Appendix).
As another example of the application of our results,
we consider an algorithm approximating optimal perco-
lation, suggested in Ref. [6]. It was shown that an effi-
cient way of destroying a network (removing the lowest
number of nodes in order to disconnect the giant com-
ponent) is by sequentially removing nodes according to
their collective influence CIℓ(i). This characteristic of
node i is defined as
CIℓ(i) = (qi − 1)
∑
j∈∂Ball(i,ℓ)
(qj − 1), (21)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) The order parameter S as a func-
tion of p, computed using Eq. (15), for the 4-clique, an
Erdo˝s–Re´nyi graph, the Zachary Karate Club network [19],
a subgraph of the Gnutella peer-to-peer file sharing network
[20], and a snapshot of the Internet at the autonomous sys-
tems level [21]. (b) Normalized slopes of the same example
networks, obtained using Eq. (17) [or Eq. (18)]. All normal-
ized slopes go to 1 at p = pc.
where qi is the degree of node i and ∂Ball(i, ℓ) is the set
of the nodes that are at a distance ℓ from node i. In this
algorithm, ℓ must be large but smaller than the diam-
eter of the graph under consideration. Let us consider
the same problem on the nonbacktracking expansion of
a finite graph. We see that in this case the collective
influences CIℓ(i)—taking ℓ → ∞—are just the asymp-
totic relative sizes of the surfaces of T (ℓ, i), multiplied
by qi− 1. We have already expressed these relative sizes
in terms of the components of the principal eigenvector
of the nonbacktracking matrix of the original graph [see
Eq. (11)]. If the finite graph under consideration is large
and has no short loops, we can assume that using our
expression is a good approximation to the optimal way
of disconnecting the graph. An improvement on the col-
lective influence method is suggested in Ref. [7]. It was
shown empirically that better attack performance can
be achieved by sequentially removing nodes according
to the following centrality measure (collective influence
propagation)
CIp(i) =
∑
j∈∂i
w
(λ1)
i←j v
(λ1)
i←j + w
(λ1)
j←iv
(λ1)
j←i , (22)
where w
(λ1)
i←j and v
(λ1)
i←j are the components of the prin-
cipal left and right eigenvectors of the nonbacktracking
matrix, respectively. It was also shown in [7] analytically
that removing a node according to Eq. (22) results in
the biggest decrease in λ1, the leading eigenvalue of the
nonbacktracking matrix, i.e., the mean branching of the
corresponding NBE. Thus, this method produces “step-
wise optimal” percolation. From the result w
(λ1)
j←i = v
(λ1)
i←j
we see that using the centrality index of Eq. (22) is ac-
tually equivalent to using
CIp(i) =
∑
j∈∂i
w
(λ1)
i←j v
(λ1)
i←j =
∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j v
(λ1)
j←i . (23)
Considering the nonbacktracking expansion we can give
a physical interpretation of the product w
(λ1)
i←j v
(λ1)
i←j . This
is the relative number of infinite paths in the NBE pass-
ing through a link i ← j (or link j ← i). The relative
number of infinite paths arriving at a link i← j is given
by v
(λ1)
i←j and the relative number of infinite paths start-
ing from a link i ← j is given by w(λ1)i←j (see Sec. III).
Summing the product w
(λ1)
i←j v
(λ1)
i←j over all neighbors j of
node i, we get the relative number of infinite paths in the
NBE passing through a node i, which is exactly the CIp
centrality index. One can consider the stepwise optimal
removal of edges instead of nodes. For this problem, the
expression (23) should be replaced by the edge centrality
measure
CIe(ij) = w
(λ1)
i←j v
(λ1)
i←j = v
(λ1)
i←j v
(λ1)
j←i (24)
for edge ij. Note that in the recent work [22] a method
for finding the decycling number of graphs was pre-
sented, outperforming all previous approaches to opti-
mal percolation. A computationally much more efficient
method, providing a similarly high performance, was in-
troduced in [23].
V. ACCURACY AND LIMITATIONS OF THE
MESSAGE PASSING APPROACH
We have shown that when we are using message pass-
ing equations to approximately solve any given problem
on a finite graph, we are actually solving the problem
exactly on the nonbacktracking expansion of the given
finite graph. At present there is no theory available to
determine how good this approximation is in the gen-
eral case. We now briefly discuss the accuracy of this
approximation, through the example of random percola-
tion, and how well it may be expected to work in certain
situations.
Note that although we defined the NBE for finite
graphs, it may also be defined for infinite networks as a
limit of finite networks. From Refs. [5] and [15] we know
that for infinite networks the critical point (for percola-
tion) of the NBE is a lower bound on that of the original
network. An even stronger statement is also true: the
relative size of the giant component in the NBE is an
upper bound on that of the original network (for any
7link activation probability p). This is easily seen consid-
ering the following. The solutions Hi←j(1) of Eq. (14)
are a lower bound on the actual probabilities of reaching
a finite cluster when following link i ← j in the direc-
tion of j, due to the presence of loops in the original
network (see [5]). According to Eq. (15), therefore, the
order parameter of the NBE is an upper bound on that
of the original network. With this result in mind we can
quantify the badness R of the NBE approximation as
R =
∫ 1
0
|SNBE(p)− S(p)|dp∫ 1
0 S(p)dp
, (25)
where S(p) is the order parameter of the original net-
work and SNBE(p) is the order parameter of the corre-
sponding NBE, for a given link activation probability p.
For infinite networks the absolute value in Eq. (25) is
not necessary, as SNBE(p) − S(p) > 0 for any p in this
case. For finite graphs, however, SNBE(p) − S(p) < 0
for p < pc,NBE, where pc,NBE is the critical point of the
NBE and S(p) is the relative size of the largest compo-
nent. Therefore the absolute value in Eq. (25) is re-
quired to make this a universally applicable, meaningful
measure of the badness of the approximation. For un-
correlated random networks the NBE coincides with the
network itself (in the infinite size limit), therefore R = 0.
We now consider two representative examples of net-
works, having the same NBE, where the approximation
fails: a two-dimensional square lattice and a synthetic
modular network given by the following construction.
Consider n subnetworks, each of which is a random reg-
ular network of m nodes and degree 4. In each of the
subnetworks, let us remove two randomly selected links,
leaving four nodes of degree 3. Then, let us connect these
affected nodes to similar affected nodes in other subnet-
works randomly, restoring the uniform degree 4 for every
node in the network. In the limit n,m→∞ this network
has no finite loops and has modularity Q = 1, accord-
ing to the definition of modularity in Ref. [24]. The
corresponding NBE is exactly the same as the one for a
two-dimensional square lattice. This NBE also coincides
with that of a 5-clique; it is a random regular network
of degree 4. The above examples are particularly badly
approximated by the NBE as shown in Fig. 5 (a).
These two examples represent two classes of net-
works that are not well approximated by the NBE:
low-dimensional networks and highly modular networks.
Low-dimensional networks have many short loops and,
therefore, are essentially non-treelike. A modification of
the original message passing method has been suggested
in [27] to deal with clustering and in [28] for networks
with loopy motifs. Low dimensionality, however, implies
many intertwined loops of many different sizes, which ap-
pears to be a significant factor in rendering such systems
untreatable by the locally treelike approximation. Inter-
estingly, even if there are no finite loops in the network,
the NBE may still be a bad approximation if the modu-
larity is very high [see the model modular network “Com-
munities” in Fig. 5 (a)]. A message passing method for
modular networks is suggested in [29], however, to use it,
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Simulation results and message pass-
ing solutions for the size of the giant connected compo-
nent; examples of networks badly approximated by the non-
backtracking expansion. (a) Synthetic networks: a two-
dimensional square lattice and a model network of maximal
modularity Q = 1. (b) Real-world networks: the road net-
work of California [25] and an Amazon copurchase network
[26]. In all cases the simulation results differ significantly
from the message passing solutions. See Table I for details.
one needs to know the modular structure of the network
a priori. The problem is, that there is no unique defini-
tion of modularity in networks. Also, finding the com-
munity structure of a network—using any meaningful
definition of modularity—typically leads to NP-hard de-
cision problems [30]. In Fig. 5 (b) we present real-world
examples of the two classes of networks discussed above:
a planar network (road network of California [25]) and
a modular network (Amazon copurchase network [26]).
The respective badness values are listed in Table I.
An instructive example that simultaneously demon-
strates the pitfalls and the remarkable power of this
approximation is the neural network of the roundworm
Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) [31]. We investi-
gated the hermaphrodite C. elegans, combining both
chemical and electrical synapses and removing multiple
links and self-loops. This neural network contains two
obvious communities: the pharynx and the main body
of the roundworm. The two communities are separated
by only two links, hence the obvious modular structure
of the network. Figure 6 shows percolation simulation
results and the corresponding message passing solutions
for the whole network and also for the two subnetworks
8Network N 〈q〉 R
Random regular a 105 4 0.00103
Square lattice a 105 4 0.19752
Communities a 105 4 0.31575
Roads b 1965206 2.82 0.47778
Amazonb 334836 5.53 0.08517
C. elegans full c 448 21.17 0.02765
C. elegans pharynx c 51 9.22 0.01745
C. elegans main body c 397 22.69 0.00380
Erdo˝s–Re´nyi a 105 5 0.00064
Gnutella b 62586 4.73 0.00037
Internet d 22963 4.22 0.00071
a Computer generated.
b Downloaded from: http://snap.stanford.edu/data/.
c Downloaded from: http://www.wormatlas.org/.
d Downloaded from:
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/netdata/.
TABLE I. Size N (number of nodes), mean degree 〈q〉, and
badness value R [defined in Eq. (25)] for the networks con-
sidered in Sec. V.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Simulation results and message pass-
ing solutions for the size of the giant connected component
for the neural network of C. elegans [31]. The full neural
network consists of two well-defined modules: the main body
and the pharynx. The message passing equations are a bad
approximation for the network as a whole, but a surprisingly
good one for the modules separately. (Note the very small
size, N = 51, of the pharynx network!)
(obtained by cutting the two links separating the mod-
ules). The NBE approximation is not particularly good
when the whole network is considered, but is remark-
ably accurate for the two subnetworks. These subnet-
works are very small, and have high clustering coeffi-
cients (C = 0.47 for the pharynx and C = 0.26 for the
main body), implying that modularity is a much more
important factor in determining the accuracy of the ap-
proximation.
Figure 7 shows “less correlated” networks—also stud-
ied in [5]—where the badness values of the approxima-
tion are very close to 0 (see Table I). These networks
are small worlds, i.e., infinite-dimensional, and have low
modularities. We showed above that low dimensionality
and high modularity are two attributes that cause the
approximation to fail. Modular networks are ubiquitous
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Simulation results and message pass-
ing solutions for networks where the nonbacktracking expan-
sion gives an excellent approximation: an Erdo˝s–Re´nyi net-
work, a subgraph of the Gnutella peer-to-peer file sharing
network [20], and a snapshot of the Internet at the level of
autonomous systems [21]. The simulation results practically
coincide with the message passing curves.
in nature, therefore such excellent agreement as in Fig.
7 (or Ref. [5]) may not actually be a very common case.
Finally, we discuss another limitation of message pass-
ing methods, their time complexity. A significant advan-
tage of using message passing equations as opposed to
doing simulations is that, supposedly, the computational
time required to find the solutions is much less than the
time involved in doing the actual simulations and aver-
aging over many realizations. This is not always true,
however. The number of operations required in message
passing methods (i.e., when solving the message passing
equations by iterations) is
TMP ∼ nconvN〈q〉 ∼ nconvL, (26)
where the number of iterations to convergence is denoted
nconv, and L is the number of links in the network. To
achieve this complexity one may do the following. Con-
sidering the percolation problem, Eq. 14, at each iter-
ation, for every node, first compute the product of all
incoming messages. This operation has time complexity
∼ L. To update each outgoing message from every node,
divide the precalculated product for the starting node of
this message by the incoming message for the same link.
This, again, has complexity ∼ L, resulting in the overall
complexity given in Eq. (26). In order for the message
passing equations to converge to a solution, the messages
at any part of the network must have information from
every other part of the network. Therefore, nconv cannot
be less than the network diameter, i.e., the longest of all
the shortest paths between node pairs in the network. In
a typical network demonstrating the small-world effect
the diameter grows logarithmically with the system size
N . In this case nconv can be expected to grow at least
as nconv ∼ lnN , and so for networks with sufficiently
rapidly decaying degree distributions TMP ∼ N lnN .
(Note that in networks with a divergent second moment
9of the degree distribution, the diameter may increase
with N even more slowly than logarithmically [32, 33].
At the other extreme, namely in the case of a chain, the
diameter grows as N .) Let us compare these results with
the time complexity of doing actual simulations.
Say we want to determine the size of the “giant” perco-
lating cluster in a large graph to a given accuracy (given
standard error). The quantity we are interested in is
an average over n samples, S = 〈s〉, where s is a bi-
nary quantity (s = 1 or s = 0) indicating whether or
not a given node of the graph is in the giant compo-
nent. The standard error of the estimate for S is simply
σ/
√
n, where σ is the standard deviation of s. There-
fore, for a given desired error in S the number of node
samples needed is independent of the system size. To de-
termine whether a node belongs to the giant component,
we must explore the neighborhood of this node (e.g., us-
ing a simple breadth first search) visiting up to l other
nodes, where l≫ l∗. Here l∗ is the typical size of a finite
cluster. The typical cluster size depends on the distance
from the critical point but not the system size. Consid-
ering the above, we arrive at the following conclusion.
At a given distance from the critical point, for a given
desired accuracy, the order parameter can be determined
using simulations in constant time for any network ar-
chitecture. This is in strong contrast with the message
passing approach, where the accuracy is unknown and
the time complexity significantly higher. While the mes-
sage passing method may be faster in certain small net-
works, it is always inferior to simple simulations for large
enough networks.
VI. DISCUSSION AND EXTENSIONS
Message passing equations often provide a good ap-
proximation to the behavior of interacting models on
large sparse networks. In this paper, for any finite graph,
we have presented a network construction for which the
message passing equations are exact, thereby giving a
physical interpretation of this approximation. For a wide
range of problems, represented by message passing equa-
tions, we have shown how to express the solutions near
the critical point in terms of the principal eigenvector
components of the nonbacktracking matrix.
It is well established that this approximation should
work well for infinite-dimensional (small-world) networks
which are sparse and have no strong degree-degree cor-
relations. It is not clear how well it should work for
networks of low dimensionality, many loops, and corre-
lations. We have introduced a way of quantifying the
accuracy of the approximation and elaborated on two
distinct classes of networks where this approach fails:
low-dimensional and highly modular networks. As real-
world examples of these cases we considered the road net-
work of California and an Amazon copurchase network,
where the message passing equations, indeed, proved a
bad approximation.
Message passing methods based on the locally treelike
approximation have a wide range of applicability and, in
some cases, provide good results. However, as we have
shown, for increasingly large systems these methods have
a high computational cost compared with simple simu-
lations. Also, while one can always find an estimate of
the error associated with simulations in a straightfor-
ward way, the accuracy of message passing methods is
entirely unknown.
All the results in this paper apply also to weighted
graphs. In this case one must work with a weighted non-
backtracking matrix, obtained by multiplying each row
of the unweighted nonbacktracking matrix by the weight
of the corresponding link. Using this modified matrix,
the critical point and the solutions near the critical point
are determined exactly as in the unweighted case.
The network construction presented here may be gen-
eralized straightforwardly to directed graphs. The di-
rected percolation critical point is also given by the in-
verse of the leading eigenvalue of the nonbacktracking
matrix. Solutions near the critical point can be found
using the method we introduced for nonsymmetric sys-
tems (see Method 2 in the Appendix).
The nonbacktracking expansion can be generalized
to various percolation problems for interdependent and
multiplex networks [34–40]. In the case of multiplex
networks, the only difference from single-layer (simplex)
networks is that the resulting infinite network (the NBE)
will consist of links of different colors, corresponding to
links of different layers. The message passing equations
written for any given model on finite multiplex networks
[35] will be exact in the corresponding NBE, just as in
simplex networks. A number of percolation problems on
multiplex and interdependent networks exhibit discon-
tinuous transitions. In order to retain the interesting
physics in these systems, one has to account for the non-
linear terms in the basic equations [38]. Finding the
analytical solutions similar to our Eqs. (17) and (18)
at discontinuous transitions in multiplex networks is an
interesting challenge for the future.
We thank L. Zdeborova´ for useful comments. This
work was supported by the FET proactive IP project
MULTIPLEX 317532.
APPENDIX: FINDING SOLUTIONS NEAR pc
We stated that in the class of physical problems on undirected networks defined by Eqs. (19) and (20) the solution
near pc can be expressed in terms of the components of the principal eigenvector of the nonbacktracking matrix.
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Here we derive this expression in the particular case of the message passing equations, (14), for percolation.
We expand the message passing equations, Eq. (14), as
ai←j = p

 ∑
k∈∂j\i
aj←k −
∑
k,k′>k∈∂j\i
aj←kaj←k′ + . . .

, (A1)
where ai←j = 1 − Hi←j(1). The set of eigenvectors of the nonbacktracking matrix, v(λ), forms a complete basis
enabling us to express the vector a = {ai←j} as a linear combination of the eigenvectors
a =
∑
λ
Cλv
(λ). (A2)
Notice that both a and the coefficients Cλ vary with p, approaching 0 when δ = p − pc → 0. Replacing ai←j with∑
λCλv
(λ)
i←j in Eq. (A1), we obtain the equation∑
λ
Cλv
(λ)
i←j(pλ− 1) = p
∑
λ,λ′
CλCλ′
∑
k,k′>k∈∂j\i
v
(λ)
j←kv
(λ′)
j←k′+ . . . , (A3)
where we have used the identity ∑
k∈∂j\i
v
(λ)
j←k = λv
(λ)
i←j ,
since v(λ) is the eigenvector of the nonbacktracking matrix with eigenvalue λ. Since all Cλ approach 0 as δ → 0,
Eq. (A3) implies that there is an eigenvalue λ1 = 1/pc, such that Cλ1 = O(δ), and that for λ 6= λ1 the coefficients
Cλ approach 0 as δ
2 or more rapidly. Furthermore, by the Perron-Frobenius theorem if all components of v(λ1) are
non-negative, then the eigenvalue λ1 is positive real and has the largest absolute value (hence, the subscript 1). In
this way we find that at small δ
ai←j ∼= Cλ1v(λ1)i←j , (A4)
where v
(λ1)
i←j are the components of the principal eigenvector of the nonbacktracking matrix. From this point onwards
one may use two different approaches. Method 1 introduces an auxiliary symmetric matrix, to proceed with the
derivation in the standard way. Method 2 exploits a useful property of the left and right eigenvectors of diagonalizable
matrices, resulting in a much shorter derivation and a more compact final result.
Method 1
Let us consider the following sums, over the set of nearest neighbors ∂i of node i,
bi← =
∑
j∈∂i
ai←j and b←i =
∑
j∈∂i
aj←i. (A5)
We sum both sides of Eq. (A1):
bi←=p

∑
j∈∂i
bj←−b←i−
∑
j∈∂i
∑
k,k′>k∈Nj\i
aj←kaj←k′+ . . .

,
b←i=p

(qi−1)bi←−∑
j∈∂i
∑
k,k′>k∈∂i\j
ai←kai←k′+ . . .

. (A6)
Replacing b←i in the first of these equations with the right-hand side of the second equation we obtain
bi← = p

∑
j∈∂i
bj← − p(qi−1)bi← +
∑
j∈∂i

p ∑
k,k′>k∈∂i\j
ai←kai←k′ −
∑
k,k′>k∈∂j\i
aj←kaj←k′

+ . . .

 , (A7)
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where qi is the degree of node i. Let us introduce the matrix M with elements Mij defined as
Mij =
{
Aij if i 6= j,
−pc(qi − 1) if i = j, (A8)
where Aij are the elements of the adjacency matrix. The matrix M is symmetric, and so we can express b =
{b1←, b2←, . . . , bN←} as a linear combination of its eigenvectors, u(λ˜), which form a complete orthogonal basis,
b =
∑
λ˜
Cλ˜u
(λ˜). (A9)
In the following we denote the eigenvalues of M by λ˜. These eigenvalues are different from the eigenvalues λ of
the nonbacktracking matrix. We replace bi← and ai←j in Eq. (A7) with their decompositions, Eqs. (A9) and (A4),
respectively,
∑
λ˜
Cλ˜u
(λ˜)
i (pcλ˜−1)−δ
∑
λ˜
[pc(qi−1)−λ˜]Cλ˜u(λ˜)i =−pc
∑
λ,λ′
CλCλ′
∑
j∈∂i

pc ∑
k,k′>k∈∂i\j
v
(λ)
i←kv
(λ′)
i←k′−
∑
k,k′>k∈∂j\i
v
(λ)
j←kv
(λ′)
j←k′

+ . . . .
(A10)
This equation implies that among the eigenvalues λ˜ there is one, say λ˜∗, equal to 1/pc = λ1. Note that the
eigenvalue λ˜∗ is not the leading eigenvalue of M. Note also that according to Eqs. (A4), (A5), and (A9), Cλ˜∗u
(λ˜∗)
i =
Cλ1
∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j ∼ δ, while the rest of the coefficients Cλ and Cλ˜ approach 0 as δ2 or more rapidly. To obtain Cλ1
we multiply both sides of Eq. (A10) by u
(λ˜∗)
i and sum over i. The result is
Cλ1
∼=
λ1
∑
i
(qi−1− λ12)
( ∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j
)2
∑
i
( ∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j
) ∑
j∈∂i
( ∑
k,k′>k∈∂i\j
v
(λ1)
i←kv
(λ1)
i←k′ − λ1
∑
k,k′>k∈∂j\i
v
(λ1)
j←kv
(λ1)
j←k′
)δ. (A11)
Note that the contribution of the first term on the left-hand side of Eq. (A10) is 0 because the eigenvectors u(λ˜) are
orthogonal. Finally, we express the order parameter near pc in terms of the principal eigenvector components of the
nonbacktracking matrix as
S =
1
N
∑
i

1− ∏
j∈∂i
Hi←j(1)

 ∼= 1
N
∑
i
∑
j∈∂i
ai←j
∼= Cλ1
N
∑
i
∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j = Ω · (p− pc), (A12)
where
Ω ∼=
λ1
(∑
i
∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j
)∑
i
(qi−1− λ12)
( ∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j
)2
N
∑
i
( ∑
j∈∂i
v
(λ1)
i←j
) ∑
j∈∂i
( ∑
k,k′>k∈∂i\j
v
(λ1)
i←kv
(λ1)
i←k′ − λ1
∑
k,k′>k∈∂j\i
v
(λ1)
j←kv
(λ1)
j←k′
) . (A13)
Method 2
Let us denote the right eigenvectors of the nonbacktracking matrix v(λ) and the left eigenvectorsw(λ). The complex
conjugate of any v(λ) is orthogonal to all w(λ
′) (λ 6= λ′), and the conjugate of any w(λ) is orthogonal to all v(λ′)
(λ 6= λ′). [Indeed, let λ 6= λ′ be two different eigenvalues of B. Then clearly λw(λ)v(λ′) = w(λ)Bv(λ′) = λ′w(λ)v(λ′),
giving (λ− λ′)w(λ)v(λ′) = 0, and therefore, w(λ)v(λ′) = 0.]
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Recall Eq. (A3), ∑
λ
Cλv
(λ)
i←j(pλ− 1) = p
∑
λ,λ′
CλCλ′
∑
k,k′>k∈∂j\i
v
(λ)
j←kv
(λ′)
j←k′+ . . . ,
and that v
(λ)
i←j are components of the right eigenvector of the nonbacktracking matrix, corresponding to eigenvalue λ.
Multiplying both sides by wλ1i←j and summing over i← j we see that the terms of λ 6= λ1 become 0. This procedure
results in a considerably simpler expression for the coefficient Cλ1 ,
Cλ1
∼=
λ1
2∑
i←j v
(λ1)
j←iv
(λ1)
i←j∑
i←j v
(λ1)
j←i
∑
k,k′>k∈Nj\i
v
(λ1)
j←kv
(λ1)
j←k′
δ, (A14)
where we have used the property of the nonbacktracking matrix of undirected graphs w
(λ)
i←j = v
(λ)
j←i, for simplification.
The singularity of the giant component S = Ωδ has an amplitude, Eq. (A12):
Ω =
λ1
2
(∑
i←j v
(λ1)
i←j
)(∑
i←j v
(λ1)
j←iv
(λ1)
i←j
)
N
∑
i←j v
(λ1)
j←i
∑
k,k′>k∈Nj\i
v
(λ1)
j←kv
(λ1)
j←k′
. (A15)
Equations (A14) and (A15) are equivalent to the expressions, Eqs. (A11) and (A13).
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